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Identifying the Best Adverbs 

Worksheet 3 

Read each sentence carefully. Three adverbs are listed in the sentence. 

Underline the adverb that best completes each sentence. 

1. We must brush our teeth (honestly, daily, doubtfully) 

2. The cymbals (enormously, blindly, noisily) clanked together in the back. 

3. The puppies (only, greedily, hourly) ate all the treats we would give them. 

4. We (annually, tightly, badly) run the marathon as a tradition. 

5. The wedding was decorated so (blindly, elegantly, nearly). 

6. The argument ended (badly, tightly, tomorrow). 

7. Will you go with me to the party (tomorrow, only, easily)? 

8. The lion stepped (nervously, cruelly, hourly) from the opened cage. 

9. He (enormously, deliberately, thoughtfully) left the milk out to spoil. 

10. We will (only, often, tomorrow) pick out one toy for the party. 

11. I (doubtfully, greedily, nearly) tripped over the rug in the dark. 

12. I (honestly, hungrily, often) did not know the answer to your question. 

13. The man in dark clothes (suspiciously, safely, tightly) snuck around the 

corner. 

14. We check on the newborn kittens (sadly, often, only). 

15. She (annually, awkwardly, daily) approached the unknown food. 

16. (Tomorrow, often, hourly) we will go to the dentist at two o’clock. 

17. The milk was (accidently, greedily, safely) spilled on the floor. 

18. We (happily, seldom, hourly) get to visit the lake, but I would like to more 

often. 

19. The horse (easily, hungrily, tightly) jumped over the log. 

20. The choir sang (even, very, joyously) during service. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. We must brush our teeth (honestly, daily, doubtfully) 

2. The cymbals (enormously, blindly, noisily) clanked together in the back. 

3. The puppies (only, greedily, hourly) ate all the treats we would give them. 

4. We (annually, tightly, badly) run the marathon as a tradition. 

5. The wedding was decorated so (blindly, elegantly, nearly). 

6. The argument ended (badly, tightly, tomorrow). 

7. Will you go with me to the party (tomorrow, only, easily)? 

8. The lion stepped (nervously, cruelly, hourly) from the opened cage. 

9. He (enormously, deliberately, thoughtfully) left the milk out to spoil. 

10. We will (only, often, tomorrow) pick out one toy for the party. 

11. I (doubtfully, greedily, nearly) tripped over the rug in the dark. 

12. I (honestly, hungrily, often) did not know the answer to your question. 

13. The man in dark clothes (suspiciously, safely, tightly) snuck around the 

corner. 

14. We check on the newborn kittens (sadly, often, only). 

15. She (annually, awkwardly, daily) approached the unknown food. 

16. (Tomorrow, often, hourly) we will go to the dentist at two o’clock. 

17. The milk was (accidently, greedily, safely) spilled on the floor. 

18. We (happily, seldom, hourly) get to visit the lake, but I would like to more 

often. 

19. The horse (easily, hungrily, tightly) jumped over the log. 

20. The choir sang (even, very, joyously) during service. 
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